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Abstract

Modeling phase is fundamental both in the analy-
sis process of a dynamic system and the design of
a control system. If this phase is in-line is even
more critical and the only information of the sys-
tem comes from input/output data. Some adapta-
tion algorithms for fuzzy system based on extended
Kalman filter are presented in this paper, which al-
lows obtaining accurate models without renounce
the computational efficiency that characterizes the
Kalman filter, and allows its implementation in-line
with the process.

Keywords: Algorithm, Kalman filter, estimation,
fuzzy system, modeling.

1. Introduction

The use of Kalman filter in fuzzy logic has been
researched in several applications, such as the ex-
traction of rules from a given rule base [1], parame-
ters optimization of defuzzification mechanisms [2]
or in optimization of Takagi-Sugeno models ([3, 4].
However, this proposal has not been generalized yet
to adapt antecedents and consequents of Takagi-
Sugeno general models.

Some general algorithms for estimation of adap-
tive parameters of a fuzzy model using the extended
Kalman filter (EKF) are presented in this paper.
These algorithms are general because they do not
limit the size of input/output vectors, neither the
type nor distribution of the membership functions
used in the definition of fuzzy sets of the model.
Algorithms developed in this paper are based on
the theoretical development presented in [5], how-
ever, in order to make the paper self-contained, the
equations necessary for the proposed algorithms are
repeated in this work. Authors try to use the excel-
lent features of Kalman filter to obtain fuzzy models
of unknown systems from input/output data, and
also to allow its application in real-time [6, 5].

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2
is presented the fuzzy modeling problem in a com-
pletely general form with the notation that will be
used along the article. This section is also devoted

to formal presentation of the extended Kalman fil-
ter and its use for modeling fuzzy systems. From
here, in section 3 we propose three algorithms for
modeling fuzzy systems using the extended Kalman
filter. In section 4, we study the performance of the
proposed algorithms to build fuzzy models in several
examples, and finally, in section 5, some conclusions
and future works are presented.

2. Problem Formulation

The extended Kalman filter [7] allows to model a
nonlinear systems in presence of white noise both
in model and in measures if the system supports
linearized models around any working point. Let
p(k) be the set of adaptive parameters of a fuzzy
system, and y(k) the set of outputs of this fuzzy
system, the system represented in (1) allows to ob-
tain these parameters using the extended Kalman
filter.

p(k + 1) = p(k)
y(k) = h(x(k), p(k)) + e(k)

(1)

The Extended Kalman filter can be solved by it-
erative application of following set of equations [8]:

P(k|k) = Φ(k)P(k|k − 1)ΦT(k) + Rv (2)

K(k) =
(

Φ(k)P(k|k)CT(k) + Rve

)

(

C(k)P(k|k)CT(k) + Re

)−1 (3)

p̂(k + 1|k) = Φ(k)p̂(k|k − 1) + Γ(k)u(k)
+K(k) (y(k) − C(k)p̂(k|k − 1))

(4)

P(k + 1|k) = Φ(k)P(k|k)ΦT(k) + Rv

−K(k)
(

C(k)P(k|k)ΦT(k) + RT
ve

)

,
(5)

where p̂(·) is the estimation of the parameters vec-
tor, and Rv, Rve and Re are the noise covariance
matrices, estimated from the hope operator.

If h(x(k), p(k)) is a completely general Takagi-
Sugeno discrete fuzzy model, it can be represented
by the following set of rules [9, 10, 11, 12]:

R(l,i) : If x1(k) is Al
1i and . . . and xn(k) is Al

ni

Then yl
i(k) = al

0i+
n

∑

j=1

al
jixj(k),
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where n is the number of input variables, m is the
number of output variables, l = 1..M is the index
of the rule, and Mi the number of rules that model
the evolution of the i-th system output, yi(k).

The extended Kalman filter can be used to adjust
the parameters of a fuzzy model, where the jacobian
matrices of the system are:

Φ (p(k)) = I, (6)

Γ (p(k)) = 0, (7)

and

C (p(k)) =
∂h

∂p

∣

∣

∣

∣

p=p̂(k)

. (8)

Matrix C can be obtained by [5]:

∂hi

∂aL
JI

=























wL
I x̃J

MI
∑

l=1

wl
I

if i = I

0 if i 6= I,

(9)

and
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JI
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MI
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wl
I(aL
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MI
∑

l=1

wl
I
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x̃j if i=I

0 if i 6=I

(10)

where x̃ is extended input vector [13, 14],

x̃ = (x̃0, x̃1, . . . , x̃n)
T

= (1, x1, . . . , xn)
T
,

wl
i(x) is the matching degree of the rules:

wl
i(x) =

n
∏

j=1

µl
ji(xj(k), σ

l
ji),

and its derivative with respect to each of the pa-
rameters of the antecedents is given by:

∂wL
I

∂σ
L
JI

=
∂µL

JI(xJ (k), σ
L
JI)

∂σ
L
JI

n
∏

q=1,q 6=J

µL
qI(xq(k), σ

L
qI). (11)

Given the formulation exposed above, the esti-
mation problem is to determine the values of adap-
tive parameters of both antecedents, σ

l
ji, and con-

sequents of the rules, al
ji.

3. Application of the Extended Kalman

Filter to fuzzy modeling

In this section we present three algorithms that al-
low the application of the extended Kalman filter to
model a fuzzy system. Algorithm 1 [4, 15], EKF(c),
adjust only the consequents of a fuzzy model, keep-
ing the antecedents in its initial value. This algo-
rithm is the fastest because needs to do fewer calcu-
lations, but it doesn’t adjust antecedents and this

limits their ability to model complex systems. This
algorithm is presented in Figure 1. We have con-
sidered the set of the initial parameters to 0, but
it could be initialized by other procedures. α is a
positive integer of a high value which represents the
little certainty that the algorithm should give to the
initial parameters, and I is the identity matrix.

1: p̃(0| − 1) = 0

2: P(0| − 1) = Iα
3: for k = 0..kend do

4: Calculate P(k|k) by (2)
5: Estimate ỹ(k) using the fuzzy model
6: Calculate C(k) by (9)
7: Get K(k) by (3)
8: Update p̃(k + 1|k) by (4)
9: Update P(k + 1|k) by (5)

10: end for k
Figure 1: EKF(c) algorithm. Adaptation of consequents
of a fuzzy model.

Algorithms 2 and 3 adjust both antecedents and
consequents of the fuzzy model, but they confront
with modeling process using two different strategies.
Algorithm 2, EKF(ac), represented in Figure 2, per-
forms the simultaneous adjustment of antecedents
and consequents. As in the previous algorithm, α
and β are positive integers of a high value which
represents the little certainty that the algorithm
should give to the initial parameters. In this case, α
is used for consequents and β for antecedents. The
distinction of these two parameters can refine the al-
gorithm and decrease response, both the modeling
error, as the potential for instability of it.

1: pa = initial antecedents parameters
2: pc = 0

3: p̃(0| − 1) = [pa, pc]

4: P(0| − 1) =

(

Iβ 0

0 Iα

)

5: for k = 0..kend do

6: Calculate P(k|k) by (2)
7: Estimate ỹ(k) using the fuzzy model
8: Calculate ∂w/∂σ by (11)
9: Calculate Ca(k) by (10)

10: Calculate Cc(k) by (9)
11: C(k) = [Ca(k), Cc(k)]
12: Get K(k) by (3)
13: Update p̃(k + 1|k) by (4)
14: Update P(k + 1|k) by (5)
15: end for k
Figure 2: EKF(ac) algorithm. Simultaneous adaptation
of antecedents and consequents of a fuzzy model.

Algorithm 3, EKF(c+a), is really the sequential
execution of two filters. First it perform the setting
of consequents and later the setting of antecedents
(we check that the adjustment in the reverse order is
worse, so it will not be considered). This algorithm
is shown in Figure 3, where α and β have the same
meaning as in the previous algorithm.
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1: pc = 0

2: pa = initial antecedents parameters
3: Pc(0| − 1) = Iα
4: Pa(0| − 1) = Iβ
5: for k = 0..kend do

6: Calculate Pc(k|k) by (2)
7: Estimate ỹ(k) using the fuzzy model
8: Calculate Cc(k) by (9)
9: Get Kc(k) by (3)

10: Update p̃c(k + 1|k) by (4)
11: Update Pc(k + 1|k) by (5)
12: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
13: Calculate Pa(k|k) by (2)
14: Estimate ỹ(k) using the fuzzy model
15: Calculate ∂w/∂σ by (11)
16: Calculate Ca(k) by (10)
17: Get Ka(k) by (3)
18: Update p̃a(k + 1|k) by (4)
19: Update Pa(k + 1|k) by (5)
20: end for k
Figure 3: EKF(c+a) algorithm. Separate adaptation of
antecedents and consequents of a fuzzy model.

4. Examples

To demonstrate the practical application of the ex-
tended Kalman filter to fuzzy modeling, several ex-
amples will be shown. For each case we run the
three algorithms presented in the previous section
to evaluate their performance: EKF(c), EKF(ac)
and EKF(c+a). These examples represent a wide
range of possibilities: static and dynamic systems
nonlinear, with only one type of membership func-
tion and with mixed functions. Example 3 makes a
comparison with a recently published method [17],
in order to assess the goodness of the proposed al-
gorithms.

4.1. Example 1

Let be the system:

y(x) = e−0.03x sin(0.07x) with x ∈ [−150, 150],

affected by a white noise of covariance Re = 0.5. We
are going to model this system with two different
configurations. In the first case, we will use an ini-
tial model consisting only of Gaussian membership
functions uniformly distributed. In the second case,
we will start with a more complex initial model,
which consists of several membership functions of
different types, mixed. In order to verify the per-
formance of algorithms, we will use the same noise
in all cases. The initial covariance matrix for each of
the algorithms will be initialized with the value that
obtain best performance in each case, i.e., α = 102

for EKF(c) algorithm, α = 103 and β = 10−2 for
EKF(ac) algorithm, and α = 1010 and β = 104 for
EKF(c+a).

4.1.1. Case I - Gaussian membership functions

Starting from an initial model whose antecedents
are Gaussian membership functions uniformly
distributed, and with all consequents set to
zero, we have executed the 3 adjustment algo-
rithms. EKF(ac) algorithm has modified an-
tecedents slightly, but antecedents resulting from
EKF(c+a) algorithm are shown in Figure 4.

x1(t)
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(x

)
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Figure 4: Membership functions resulting from the
EKF(c+a) algorithm.

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, algorithm EKF(c)
obtains a good model, but their in-line response is
not very good, while algorithm EKF(ac) obtains a
better performance during in-line modeling, but the
final model obtained is worse than the rest. The
best result both for in-line modeling and for the fi-
nal model validation, is EKF(c+a) algorithm, which
gets a much smaller error in both cases.

The mean final error of EKF(c) algorithm is
4.50899, it raises to 6.41349 for EKF(ac) algorithm
and drops to 2.21189 for EKF(c+a) algorithm.
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Figure 5: Modeling errors during execution.

The fuzzy model obtained by EKF(c+a) is:
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Figure 6: Errors of final models.

R(1,1): IF x is GAUSSMF(-139.773; 35.180)
THEN y = −535.075 − 3.977x

R(2,1): IF x is GAUSSMF(-57.928; 55.290)
THEN y = −36.671 − 0.746x

R(3,1): IF x is GAUSSMF(46.857; 59.213)
THEN y = 9.172 − 0.072x

R(4,1): IF x is GAUSSMF(-21.750; 35.923)
THEN y = 13.973 − 0.492x

The response, both in-line models as the final
models, can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.
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Figure 7: Run-time response of the models.
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Figure 8: Response from the final models.

4.1.2. Case II - Membership functions of different
type, mixed

In this case the antecedents of the initial model con-
sist of a S function, a Z function, a trapezoidal func-
tion and a bell function, distributed as shown in
Figure 9, and all the consequents initialized to zero.

µ
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Figure 9: Initial membership functions.

As shown graphically in Figures from 10 to 13,
the best results for both in-line and final model,
again correspond to algorithm EKF(c+a).
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Figure 10: Modeling run-time errors.
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Figure 11: Errors of final models.

The mean final error of EKF(c) algorithm is
5.9141, worse compared to the previous case.
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Figure 12: Run-time response of the models.
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Figure 13: Response from the final models.

EKF(ac) algorithm obtain a slightly worse model
in this case, with an error of 6.4323, while the mean
final error of the EKF(c+a) algorithm remains the
best, with an mean error of 2.67202.

Antecedents resulting from EKF(c+a) algo-
rithm are shown in Figure 14, and the final
fuzzy model obtained by this algorithm is:

R(1,1): IF x is ZMF(-147.53; -85.03)
THEN y = −404.844 − 3.084x

R(2,1): IF x is TRAPMF(-135.01; -12.63; -1.53; 29.62)
THEN y = −1.733 − 0.114x

R(3,1): IF x is GBELLMF(50.01;2.72;96.02)
THEN y = 3.190 − 0.060x

R(4,1): IF x is SMF(50.70;104.76)
THEN y = 2.665 + 0.005x

µ
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x1(t)
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Figure 14: Membership functions resulting from the
EKF(c+a) algorithm.

4.2. Example 2

−

+

u(t)

R

LiL(t)

C

iC(t)

+
vC(t)

−

+
vR(t)

−

iR(t)

Figure 15: Tunnel diode circuit.

Given the tunnel-diode circuit shown in the Fig-
ure 15 [16], where R = 1.5KΩ, C = 2pF and
L = 5µH, and whose dynamics can be represented
by:

ẋ1(t) =
x2(t) − h(x1(t))

C

ẋ2(t) =
u(t) − x1(t) − Rx2(t)

L
,

where x1(t) = vC(t), x2(t) = iL(t), h(v) is the
vR–iR charasteristic of the tunnel-diode, and u(t)
is shown in the Figure 16. We assume that the sys-
tem is affected by a white noise of covariance:

Re =

(

0.001 0
0 0.01

)

.

Time(s)

u
(t

)

0 50 100 150 200
−2

−1

0

1

2

3

Figure 16: Input voltage applied to the circuit u(t).

The initial covariance matrix is set again in or-
der to get the best performance, i.e., α = 1010

for EKF(c) algorithm, α = 102 and β = 10−2 for
EKF(ac) algorithm, and α = 1010 and β = 104 for
EKF(c+a).

After making 100 runs for each of the algorithms
the results are shown in Table 1. The graphical
representation of mean errors in each of the runs
can be seen in Figures 17 and 18.

EKF(c) EKF(ac) EKF(c+a)
Mean Time (ms) 0.67781 0.68085 1.20500

In-line Error of x1 × 10−3 0.83199 0.83599 0.78549
In-line Error of x2 × 10−3 7.84798 7.83592 7.65570
Final Error of x1 × 10−3 0.80531 0.80612 0.80523
Final Error of x2 × 10−3 7.73933 7.73932 7.73933

Table 1: Mean values for 100 runs.
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Figure 17: Modeling run-time errors.
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Figure 18: Errors of final models.

4.3. Example 3

We have taken a practical example from [17] in order
to compare these methods with a recent one that is
known has a good performance.

Be the nonlinear system:

f(x, y) = 5x2 + 3xy − y2, with x, y ∈ [−4, 4],

affected by a white noise of covariance Re = 3.
The initial model consists of Gaussian member-

ship functions uniformly distributed, and the initial
covariance matrix is initialized with the value giv-
ing the best performance in this case, i.e., α = 104

for EKF(c) algorithm, α = 102 and β = 10−2 for
EKF(ac) algorithm, and α = 105 and β = 10−2 for
EKF(c+a). After run 100 times for each of the algo-
rithms, the modeling errors are shown in Figures 19
and 20, the mean of this values are shown in the
Table 2, and the time taken for each run is shown
in Figure 21.

EKF(c) EKF(ac) EKF(c+a)
Mean Time (ms) 0.17369 0.72062 0.52163

In-line Error 15.70668 8.04251 0.16824
Final Error 1.630987 2.03821 1.62997

Table 2: Mean values for 100 runs.

The modeling error of this system obtained in [17]
is 0.6086 ± 0.0437. If we compare this result with
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Figure 19: Run-time modeling mean errors.
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Figure 20: Modeling mean errors of final models.
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Figure 21: Mean running time.
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the final mean error obtained in EKF(c+a), 1.62997
(see Table 2), we can see the first is slightly better,
but note that EKF(c+a) is an in-line algorithm, and
its performance in run-time is really good.

With the idea of showing the response of the dif-
ferent models obtained has been extracted one of
the simulations, obtaining the results shown in Fig-
ures 22 and 23.
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Figure 22: Run-time response of the models.
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Figure 23: Response from the final models.

5. Conclusions

Two new algorithms based on extended Kalman fil-
ter for parametric adaptation of a fuzzy system com-
pletely general, i.e., without restrictions on the size
of the input or output vectors, or the type or distri-
bution of membership functions used in the defini-
tion of fuzzy sets of the model has been presented
in this paper.

In order to show the generality of the method-
ology, several possible alternatives for fit both an-
tecedents and consequents of the fuzzy model have
been presented, and we have obtained several com-
paratives of accuracy and efficiency performed on
three examples of nonlinear systems. In view of the
results, it seems evident that the fitting algorithm in

two stages obtains better results both in the evolu-
tion of the instantaneous error while running in-line
filter, as in the final models obtained. In addition,
with respect to runtime, the EKF(c+a) algorithm
has proven to be faster in most cases.

Tests have shown that these algorithms occasion-
ally may diverge, especially the EKF(ac) algorithm,
preventing a good in-line behavior. It has also been
observed in all cases a great dependence on the val-
ues assigned to parameters α and β, which recom-
mends a previous study of systems to model.

In future works we aim to improve the overall
response of the algorithms through an in-line study
of the evolution of the modeling process, so as to
obtain a more robust performance of these filters.
In addition, with respect to the initialization of the
covariance matrices, authors are working on several
alternatives to limit the current dependence of the
parameters α and β.
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